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We had an excellent all positive 4-page article published in a health and lifestyle magazine in Norway. It 

has beautiful pictures of True Parents. The headline reads, "Inspirations and Solutions for World Peace 

and Unification". 

 

Quoting extensively from Father's autobiography and our website enhet.no, the article goes into 

describing Father's dramatic encounter with Jesus Christ in 1935, the spiritual roots of the Unification 

Movement, True Parents' arduous course, the essence of the Divine Principle, and our view on Jesus. The 

journalist also wrote extensively about our vision of creating a large global family under God, the family 

as the basic unit of society, and how the teachings give clear and logical answers to life's big questions. 

 

The article was written by a journalist/editor who knew nothing about us. She came across our movement 

on our website enhet.no, where she read some articles on life after death from our current topic pages. Her 

magazine publishes regularly on spiritual topics. She liked what she read, and asked for an interview. 

 

Basically, she wanted initially to find out whether we're a genuine movement. She had prepared a list of 

questions, some of them were quite negative. She met media spokesperson Knut Holdhus in our 

downtown office, and she asked her questions. They struck a good tone. She even dropped the negative 

things she wanted to ask about. She is a spiritual person herself. 

 

The article turned out very well. There is not one negative word about us in it. Basically, she rewrote 

slightly things from our website. She also included several quotes from Father's autobiography and some 

of the interviews. 

 

Hopefully, the article will be read by other journalists from the media world. 

 

We realize how important it is to have well-written material on our website. True Parents' lives are after 

all very dramatic ones. Lots of things have happened that can make up good stories for the media world. 


